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Abstract: Zinc oxide (ZnO) is one of the wide-bandgap semiconductors, which may be useful in
a plethora of electronic, optical, piezoelectric, and scintillating applications. The following article
consists in a structural and luminescence analysis of ZnO microfilms grown on a sapphire substrate
with a sol–gel method. The films were annealed at different temperatures. The structures were
investigated with the XRD and Raman methods, by which the influence of the substrate on the
structure of the film was determined. The luminescence of films was investigated with room-
temperature fluorescence, radioluminescence, and thermoluminescence.

Keywords: sol–gel; spin coating; ZnO; sapphire; Al2O3; Raman; XRD; micrographs; fluorescence;
radioluminescence; thermoluminescence

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, there has been a research renaissance in zinc oxide (ZnO)-
based materials. ZnO is a group II-VI wide-bandgap semiconductor with a direct energy
gap of around 3.4 eV. The material crystallizes preferentially in the hexagonal wurtzite-
type structure [1,2]. Its large exciton binding energy of about 60 meV ensures an efficient
excitonic emission at room temperature under low excitation energy [2,3].

This material occupies an extraordinary place among wide-bandgap semiconductors
(such as GaN and ZnS) due to its properties. Increased demand for solid-state blue
and UV light sources and detectors has led to functional studies of such compounds [4].
ZnO is considered an alternative to GaN for device applications due to its relatively low
production cost and superior optical properties [5]. Thanks to the possibility of obtaining
bulk crystals with a relatively high diameter and easy growth of epitaxial layers, quantum
wells, nanorods, and related objects or quantum dots, ZnO is finding more and more
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applications in modern electronics [1]. Because it is colorless, the material may be used
in transparent thin-film transistors (TFTs) [5] or as a transparent, highly conducting oxide
(TCO) [1]. ZnO’s piezo- and pyroelectric properties allow its usage in sensors, converters,
and energy generators [6]. The possibility of doping, e.g., with Co, Mn, or Fe, makes it
suitable for spintronics [1]. Due to its hardness and rigidity, it is an essential material in the
ceramics industry. The material is interesting for medicine and ecological systems due to
its low toxicity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability [6]. Besides its attractive electrical
and optical properties, ZnO is often considered a suitable material for ionizing radiation
detectors. ZnO has sub-nanosecond decay times ascribed to free exciton emission, medium
density (5.6 g/cm3), and potentially high light output [7]. In most cases, ZnO materials are
modified to achieve new vacancies and defects in the structure, such as via doping with
Cd, enhancing the scintillating properties [8].

Chemical stability and low-cost fabrication are some of the most significant advan-
tages of ZnO [7]. The most usable form of the semiconductor—oriented ZnO films—may be
grown with many different methods, such as MBE, pulsed laser deposition, metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition, sputtering, spray pyrolysis, or electrodeposition [2,8]. However,
sol–gel processes have been adapted to produce ZnO films in a low-cost, controlled, and
simple way [9]. Sol–gel methods enable the obtainment of a solid material from a solution
using a sol or a gel as an intermediate step. The synthesis involves wet chemistry reactions
based on molecular precursors’ transformation into an oxide network by hydrolysis and
condensation reactions [10]. Many ways of achieving ZnO thin films with a sol–gel tech-
nique have already been described in the literature [9,11–15]. The influence of the solvent,
oxide precursor, substrate, or post-process treatment used has already been studied [9].
However, most previous studies focus on the properties of very thin layers. In this study,
we prepared and characterized relatively thick ZnO films on a sapphire (Al2O3) {0001}
substrate, which helps to understand the mechanism of lattice matching at a distance from
the substrate concerning the changes in the annealing temperature. The structural changes
may strongly influence the scintillating properties of each sample. Radioluminescence
has already been extensively investigated for powder-type ZnO, high-quality thin films,
or modified bulk crystals [7,8], but sol–gel-produced, non-doped ZnO microfilms still
offer the possibility of development into an ionizing radiation sensor. Thus, the samples’
radiation response was also investigated as a part of their properties resulting from the
structural changes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of ZnO Films

As mentioned earlier, ZnO films were prepared with a sol–gel method. The precursor
solution was synthesized by dissolving 2-hydrate zinc acetate powder in 2-metoxyethanol.
The 1 molar solution was stabilized with diethanolamine. The prepared mixture was left
for 1 h in an ultrasonic bath to achieve an entirely homogeneous consistency and annealed
for 24 h at 50 ◦C to start the mechanism of condensation to achieve a sol.

The Al2O3 substrates were cleaned in four stages. The first step consisted of washing
out the grease from a wafer with a detergent solution, followed by rinsing in MilliQ water.
The next stage—cleaning in methanol—disposed of organic substances, which could have
settled on the wafer during the first cleaning stage. The crystals were then bathed in a
standard RCA-1, a process which is described elsewhere [16]. In the last step, wafers were
rinsed in MilliQ water, cleaned one more time in acetone, and dried at 100 ◦C.

The films were deposited on substrates using a spin coater in two steps—with the
rotation speed at 700 rpm for 30 s and 1000 rpm for 30 s. The division of the spinning
process facilitates the obtainment of a homogenous film. The prepared films were heated at
120 ◦C for 5 min after each coating. For one of the samples, the coating-to-drying process
was repeated 18 times, and for the other two samples, 50 times. The films were fired in an
ambient atmosphere at 650, 800, and 1000 ◦C for 2 h. All samples were left in a furnace
until they were completely cooled down.
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Thorough sample information may be found in Table 1. The thickness of all samples
was estimated by measuring the length of a cross-section under an optical microscope.

Table 1. Parameters of examined samples.

Designation Number of Layers Thickness Annealing Temperature

650_18 18 17 µm 650 ◦C
800_50 50 70 µm 800 ◦C

1000_50 50 40 µm 1000 ◦C

2.2. Instrumental Analysis

All of the films were synthesized from a precursor solution based on organic sub-
stances. Therefore, the investigation’s first step was to analyze one of the produced samples’
chemical composition. For this purpose, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used.
The chemical state of Zn, O, and C, and their ratio were determined with a VG-Scienta
R3000 hemispherical analyzer (ScientaOmicron, Uppsala, Sweden). Monochromatic Al
K(α) radiation with an energy of 1486.6 eV was used as a source. The rules of Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy (AES) were used to assess excitation events resolved through secondary
quantum numbers describing an electron’s total angular momentum in the atom.

The analysis’s main goal was to estimate the impact of the films’ structure on their
physical properties. That is why the first part of the investigation was focused on mor-
phology and crystal structure. Research began with evaluating the samples’ topography
changes, which appeared under the influence of recrystallization. The crucial part of the
analysis was to estimate the surface morphology of the analyzed samples. The overall
topography was checked with a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope (Zeiss Microscopy,
Berlin, Germany).

The next step was to assay the structural character of the samples, both the surface and
cross-section. The aim was to determine changes under the influence of recrystallization
and any differences in the layer’s characteristics at a distance from the crystalline substrate.
The crystallographic structure of samples was estimated with X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis conducted using the Panalytical Empyrean (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK)
equipment with a copper anode (CuKα, 1.54 Å) at a Bragg–Brentano reflection mode
configuration with 45 kV and 40 mA parameters. The measurement parameters were
set up for 20◦–90◦ with 15 s per step and 0.0167◦ in all cases. The changes between each
sample were also estimated with Raman microscopy. Raman scattering was observed at
room temperature using the Renishaw inVia system (Renishaw sp. z o.o., Warsaw, Poland).
The spectrometer was equipped with a Leica confocal microscope—for all measurements,
the long-distance objective with 50 times magnification and an Argon laser at 488 nm as
excitation light source were used. Films were investigated in their growth surface and their
cross-section, whereas the cross-section measurements were obtained after cutting samples
in the middle.

Defect formation in the lattice of ZnO strongly impacts the electron states. Thus, the
luminescence measurements provided valuable information about the inner structure of
films. Photoluminescence measurements were performed at room temperature with a
Hitachi F-4500 system with a xenon lamp as an excitation light source.

Radioluminescence (RL) spectra and low-temperature thermoluminescence (ltTL)
glow curves were recorded with an Acton Research Corporation SpectraPro-500i (ARC
Acton Research Corp, Greer, SC, USA) monochromator equipped with a Hamamatsu R928
photomultiplier (Hamamatsu, Tokai, Japan). A LakeShore 330 Temperature Controller
(Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc., Westerville, OH, USA), a closed-cycle APD Cryogenics
He-cooler (Air Products, Allentown, PA, USA), and a rotary vacuum pump were used to
stabilize and control the thermal conditions inside the sample chamber. An Inel XRG3500
(INEL, Stratham, NH, USA) X-ray generator (Cu-anode tube, 45 kV, 10 mA) was employed
as an excitation source. RL spectra were measured at temperatures between 10 and
350 K under pressure below 10 mTr, starting at the highest and terminating at the lowest
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temperature to avoid any contribution from potential thermally induced processes. Glow
curves were taken after a 10 min X-ray irradiation of the sample at 10 K, at a heating rate of
about 0.15 K/s.

High-temperature thermoluminescence (htTL) was measured with a Mikrolab RA’04
Reader (Mikrolab, Cracow, Poland). With this equipment, it was possible to obtain glow
curves at temperatures from 315 to 550 K at a 1 K/s heating rate.

3. Results
3.1. Chemical Composition of Samples

The first step in the layers’ investigation was the assessment of their chemical compo-
sition. ZnO layers were obtained from synthesis based on organic substances, which means
that some organic residues could be embedded into the crystal lattice and act as carbon
doping in obtained samples. Moreover, the samples were annealed in an oxygen-rich atmo-
sphere, influencing the stoichiometry of the prepared structures. An X-ray photoelectron
spectrum of one sample, 650_18, was measured to check the exemplary carbon and oxygen
content. The spectra for the prominent peaks—Zn 2p3/2, O 1s, Al 2s, and C 1s—were
measured 20 times, and the ratio of peaks for each spectrum was calculated and averaged
(Figure 1). The estimated percentage composition of individual elements and uncertainty
calculated according to Student’s t distribution with a 95% confidence interval are given in
Table 2. As may be seen, the analyzed sample exhibits carbon contamination and relatively
high oxygen content, which can be correlated with a non-controlled atmosphere during the
annealing process.

Figure 1. XPS and AES spectra for sample 650_18 excited with Al K(α) radiation with 1486.6 eV
of energy: (a) XPS widescan; (b) Auger lines of zinc; (c) Auger lines of oxygen. AES peaks follow
IUPAC notation in which the transition between the initial and final states occurs [17,18].
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Table 2. Denotations and detailed specification of sample preparation. The values relate to atomic
percentage.

Sample No. Zn (at. %) O (at. %) C (at. %)

650_18 38.79 ± 4.49 55.02 ± 2.64 6.18 ± 3.20

3.2. Topography and Structure

As mentioned earlier, samples were supplied with different amounts of thermal energy.
This results in a completely different topography of their structure associated with different
recrystallization and grain growth processes [19]. As can be seen in Figure 2, all of the
samples exhibit small grains on their surface. What is more, most of the layers have visible,
small pits on their surface—these pits appear due to the crumbling of the very brittle layer.
Moreover, a film annealed at 1000 ◦C cracked under the influence of high temperature.

Figure 2. Micrographs made with confocal microscopy in material mode and distribution of crystal-
lite size.

The distribution of grain size was measured for lengths of 3000 randomly selected
microcrystals on each sample. All of the films show a considerable dispersion in crystallite
length values. As may be seen, the distributions for samples fired at 800 and 1000 ◦C are
quite similar. However, the film annealed at 800 ◦C has the highest amount of crystals in
the range of 2–8 µm, and the sample annealed at the lowest temperature exhibits the most
grains smaller than 1 µm. What is more, the samples vary in averaged values of crystals
size, with the lowest value exhibited by sample 650_18 (1.34 ± 0.85 µm), the highest by
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800_50 (1.66 ± 1.03 µm), and the middle value by 1000_50 (1.40 ± 0.79 µm). The values
were estimated with the arithmetic mean, and the statistical error was calculated using the
standard deviation.

The influence of annealing temperature on the ZnO structure is shown in the XDR
pattern (Figure 3a). All of the analyzed films exhibit the wurtzite (P63mc) symmetry and a
polycrystalline character.

Figure 3. (a) XRD patterns of samples annealed at 650, 800, and 1000 ◦C; (b) XRD patterns of each
sample in a shorter range with the designation of another observed phase; (c) the ratio of intensity
between the most prominent peaks; (d) the shifting of the most prominent peaks.

Due to the process of annealing, one can observe the changing of preferred orienta-
tions. The film fired at 650 ◦C has a polycrystalline structure, with a (002) slightly preferred
orientation. However, the intensity of (100) and (101) peaks is also firm, and it can be
concluded that the structure has three preferred orientations. In the samples annealed at
800 ◦C, the intensity of (002) and (101) is even. At 1000 ◦C, crystallites exhibit substan-
tial reorientation, with the (002) preferred orientation and the (100) and (101) strongly
decreasing [20]. The ratios between the intensity of each of the prominent peaks concerning
annealing temperature are included in Figure 3c [21].

The diffractogram for sample 1000_50 exhibits additional peaks assigned to the
ZnAl2O4 phase [22]. ZnAl2O4 may act as an intermediate phase between the sapphire
substrate and the ZnO layer. The same phase assignment is included in Figure 3b, showing
the displacement of the most prominent peak position. As shown in Figure 3d, the changes
in interatomic planes are quite similar. In the d100 and d101 peaks, one may see a slight
increase in size with the annealing temperature, and for d002, a decrease during annealing
at 800 ◦C and a slight increase at 1000 ◦C. The exact interatomic quantities are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3. The interatomic distances (d) for individual planes of investigated samples.

Sample No. d100 (Å) d002 (Å) d101 (Å)

650_18 2.8144 2.6030 2.4757
800_50 2.815 2.6022 2.4761
1000_50 2.8158 2.6025 2.4766
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The lattice constant was calculated from the peaks for which Miller index l = 0; the
c-constant was calculated from peaks where indicators h, k = 0 [2]. Values were averaged,
and the standard deviation was used for the measurement error determination. Table 4
contains a summary of all calculated lattice parameters.

Table 4. Calculated lattice constants for each sample.

Sample No. a (Å) ∆a (Å) c (Å) ∆c (Å)

650_18 3.2489 0.0007 5.2061 0.0012
800_50 3.2499 0.0007 5.2045 0.0009
1000_50 3.2507 0.0009 5.2052 0.0002

The comparative graphs for individual unit cell sizes are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. (a) A-constant of samples annealed at 650, 800, and 1000 ◦C; (b) c-constant of samples
annealed at 650, 800, and 1000 ◦C; (c) c/a ratio of samples annealed at 650, 800, and 1000 ◦C.

As shown in the graphs, the a-constant exhibits an almost linear dependence of the
increase in size with increasing temperature. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that
there is an influence of temperature increase on lattice growth in directions perpendicular
to the c-axis. It is difficult to speak about the effect of heating on the c-constant value.
As the temperature increases, the value drops, but it increases again for a sample heated
at 1000 ◦C. This could be related to annealing temperature and an intermediate phase
between the layer and the substrate. Changing the values of lattice parameters results in a
significant change in the ratio of the c/a constants. Along with the annealing temperature,
the parameter value decreases exponentially for investigated samples.

ZnO’s wurtzite structure with two formula units in the primitive cell increases optical-
phonon modes classified as A1 + E1 + 2E2 + 2B1 [9]. The two nonpolar E2 modes (E2-Low
and E2-High) are only Raman active, and the B1 modes are infrared and Raman inactive
(silent modes). Furthermore, the A1 and the E1 modes are polar, and their vibrations
polarize the unit cell. This polarization results in the creation of a long-range electrostatic
field, which in turn splits the polar modes into longitudinal optical and transverse optical
components. The Raman modes observed in a spectrum depending on the Raman selection
rules consider the crystal orientation relative to the directions and polarization of the
incoming and outgoing light [23]. The samples were analyzed on their growth surface
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and cross-sections, which enabled the registration of all of the sapphire (Al2O3) and ZnO-
related peaks.

The chosen substrate, c-plane Al2O3, belongs to the D3d6 space group with two molec-
ular Al2O3 groups per unit cell, with the irreducible representations for the optical modes:

2A1g + 2A1u + 3A2g + 2A2u + 5Eg + 4Eu (1)

where vibrations with symmetry A1g and Eg are Raman active [24]. As shown in Figure 5,
the most prominent peak for the c-plane and cross-section of sapphire is A1g localized at
418 cm−1. The {0001} plane also exhibits three Eg peaks localized at 432, 578, and 751 cm−1.
The cross-section of the substrate shows mostly peaks at 378 cm−1 (Eg) and 645 cm−1 (A1g).

Figure 5. Raman spectra for substrate and ZnO films (on growth surface and cross-section) registered for different annealing
temperatures: (a) 650 ◦C, (b) 800 ◦C, and (c) 1000 ◦C. ZnO peaks are marked with a gray dotted line; Al2O3 peaks are
marked with a gray rectangle.

Despite the polycrystalline character of samples, the crystals orientate more or less
according to the substrate’s c-axis, which may be seen in a comparison of ZnO growth
surfaces’ and ZnO cross-sections’ spectra. The spectra of both samples vary for different
orientations. The E2 (high) mode, localized at 437 cm−1, is the most prominent peak for
growth surface spectra. These spectra also exhibit lower intensive E2 (high)-E2 (low) at
330 cm−1 and almost imperceptible A1(TO) and E1(TO) modes at 380 and 415 cm−1. Both
samples also exhibit quasi-LO (q-LO) mode, which is the mixing mode created when ZnO’s
growth axis is tilted at a specific angle [24]. The spectra for cross-sections have three most
prominent peaks—the E2 (high), A1(TO), and E1(TO) samples annealed at 650 and 800 ◦C
exhibit an additional, broad peak at about 578 cm−1, correlated with the oxygen vacancies.
The peak disappears in the case of a sample fired at 1000 ◦C [25].

Figure 6 shows the position shifting of ZnO-related modes registered from the growth
surface—the values were averaged from 20 different measurements conducted on distinct
regions of samples. As may be seen, with the increasing firing temperature, the position of
peaks is red-shifted. Thus, one may assume lattice expansion, which may be confirmed by
the increase in the c/a ratio with increased annealing temperature.
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Figure 6. Raman shifting of the most prominent modes of ZnO films registered for different anneal-
ing temperatures.

Both growth surfaces and cross-sections exhibit second order of TO and LO modes. It
is worth noting that the shifting of characteristic ZnO bands is not shifted. Thus, the films
did not occur fitting to the substrate lattice, and they are not epitaxial.

The two additional modes at 646 and 662 cm−1 appear in the case of most of the
registered spectra. These modes are not active for pure ZnO crystals. The mode at 662 cm−1

is correlated with the ZnAl2O4 subphase, which forms due to the diffusion of the zinc ions
into the sapphire substrate. As shown in Figure 7, the distribution of the mentioned mode
is heterogeneous and depends strongly on the annealing temperature, and appears most
likely in sample 1000_50. Figure 8 shows the Raman spectra obtained from the cross-section
of the sample annealed at 1000 ◦C. As may be seen, three phases were observed—ZnO
phase, spinel phase (with the characteristic peak at 662 cm−1) [26], and sapphire phase.
The ratio between the intensity of characteristic peaks of all phases enabled the estimation
of the thickness of ZnAl2O4. Figure 8a shows the proportion of 437 cm−1 ZnO peaks to
662 cm−1 ZnAl2O4 peaks, and 417 cm−1 Al2O3 peaks to 662 cm−1 Al2O4 modes. The
region of the lowest ratio values indicates the presence of a spinel subphase. Thus, the
estimated thickness of ZnAl2O4 is calculated as 3 µm. However, due to the diffusion of
zinc ions, the presence of a faint 662 cm−1 mode was also registered deeper in the substrate.
Thus, the spinel layer may not be entirely homogenous.

The mode at 646 cm−1 appears for the films and substrate of 800_50 and 1000_50 samples
and vanishes in sample 650_18. Thus, it may also be correlated with the formation of the
ZnAl2O4 phase. Looking at ab initio calculations from the work of Manjón et al. [27,28], this
may originate from a disorder-activated Raman scattering (DARS). This scattering is induced
by the breakdown of the lattice’s translation symmetry caused by defects or impurities either
because of the dopant nature or the growth conditions.

The peak at 646 cm−1 can be assigned to the TA+B1(high) second-order mode [28], and
its appearance may originate both from the annealing conditions and the lattice mismatch
between the ZnO and Al2O3.
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Figure 7. Maps of the ratio of the intensity of E2(high) and 662 cm−1 mode: (a) 650 ◦C, (b) 800 ◦C,
and (c) 1000 ◦C.

Figure 8. Cross-section data of sample 1000_50: (a) estimation of the thickness of the ZnAl2O4

phase due to the ratio of intensities of ZnO and ZnAl2O4, and Al2O3 and ZnAl2O4 modes; (b) the
spectra in different registered positions at 3 µm (the ZnO phase), 5 µm (the spinel phase), and 13 µm
(Al2O3 phase).

Due to significant differences in this layer’s thickness, it was easy to obtain the A1g
from sapphire localized at 418 cm−1. Figure 9 shows the map of the ratio of the intensity of
the most prominent peak of the layer—E2 (high) mode and A1g sapphire mode.

Figure 9. Map of the ratio of the intensity of E2 (high)–ZnO related peak to A1g–Al2O3 pertaining peak.
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3.3. Luminescence Study

The study of luminescence provides valuable information on the purity and quality
of the material. Figure 10 shows the room-temperature PL spectra of the ZnO layers. The
PL measurements were conducted with 330 nm (3.75 eV) and 355 nm (3.49 eV) excitation.
The PL spectra of ZnO at room temperature usually have two emission bands. One is in
the UV region and is attributed to the near-band-edge emission through exciton–exciton
collision processes. The other peak is in the visible region and presumably comes from
the electron-hole recombination at a deep level (DL) emission in the bandgap caused by
defects [29].

Figure 10. The photoluminescence of: (a) all samples measured with a 330 nm excitation; (b) sample 650_18 measured with
a 330 nm excitation; (c) samples 800_50 and 1000_50 measured with a 355 nm excitation.

The luminescence intensity for a sample annealed at 650 ◦C is much lower than in the
two other films, which can be correlated with its lower thickness. The band, assigned to
near-band-edge emission dominated by donor-bound excitons [29], exhibits blue shifting
with the increase in the annealing temperature (from 3.06 to 3.18 eV). Both 800_50 and
1000_50 samples exhibit two peaks at a region of 450–550 nm (2.25–2.75 eV). The wide
green-band (2.6–2.75 eV) is attributed to a transition from the lower edge of the conduction
band to the valence band’s upper edge [30]. The yellow luminescence, which is very intense
in the case of the sample annealed at 800 ◦C, may be correlated with the hydrogen defects,
which were already assigned by Reshchikov et al. [31]. As in the cited paper, the band
was bleached in a sample annealed at higher temperatures. Because of the oxygen-rich
atmosphere, one can also indicate that yellow luminescence originates from the transition
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between the conduction band and the energy levels formed with the substitution of O at
Zn (OZn) vacancies [32].

The 2D radioluminescence maps are shown in Figure 11. A double-structured band
peaking at 200–350 nm and a less intense narrow peak at 690 nm were observed in all
samples. Both of these peaks come from a sapphire substrate and are not a subject of our
investigation. The 650_18 layer exhibits an additional narrow peak at around 380 nm, which
is characteristic of zinc oxide. This band can be assigned to excitonic luminescence [8,33]. A
similar conclusion can be made about the weak broadband peaking at 650–800 nm, which
may be correlated with defect-related emission [5,34]. For a more considerable amount
of ZnO layers heated at 800 ◦C (800_50), those characteristic peaks start to dominate the
RL spectrum, which is an expected effect. Unexpectedly for 1000_50, the band at 380 nm
vanishes almost entirely, as in the infrared band. The wide band disappears, and a narrow
peak with a remarkably small intensity remains. This narrow IR peak is probably also
present in the 800_50 RL spectrum but cannot be detected due to its low intensity.

Figure 11. 2D radioluminescence maps of (a) the sapphire substrate, (b) 650_18 sample, (c) 800_50 sample, and (d)
1000_50 sample.

Figure 12 presents the low-temperature thermoluminescence results of all of the
examined samples. The sapphire substrate reveals only one peak in the glow curve at
around 240 K. For the remaining samples (except 1000_50), this peak is not detectable. We
are aware that the ltTL glow curve of the 800_50 film looks very similar to the sapphire
signal, but the 50 K shift of the peak is out of the question. Therefore, we conclude that
we are dealing with a signal from a ZnO trap rather than a sapphire substrate trap. It can
be propped up because this peak at around 300 K has also been detected for the 800_50
and 1000_50 samples. For the 800_50 film, intense broadband with an idle at about 40 K is
observed, reduced for 1000_50 into two separate traps peaking at approximately 60 K and
140 K.
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Figure 12. Low-temperature thermoluminescence of sapphire substrate, 650_18 sample, 800_50
sample, and 1000_50 sample.

High-temperature thermoluminescence spectra are shown in Figure 13. All spec-
tra have been obtained with a heating rate of 1 K/s after a 100 s X-ray irradiation and
normalized to the peak at around 410 K. A brief analysis of gathered data leads to the
conclusion that only one observed peak (with a maximum at approximately 525 K) comes
from the sample itself. The rest of them come from the sapphire substrate. A comparison
of the 800_50 and 1000_50 samples suggests that the increase in annealing temperature of
the sample decreases the thermoluminescence signal from the ZnO layer, which may be
correlated with the formation of the ZnAl2O4 subphase. Sample 1000_50 exhibits a broad
peak at 425 K, which was also assigned previously [35] to oxygen ions in a spinel phase.
For the 800_50 layer, htTL spectra with different irradiation times were recorded to analyze
the order of kinetics (Figure 14). It can be seen (for both the sample and the substrate) that
the maximum of each peak is not stable for different irradiation times, which means that
we are not dealing with first-order traps [36].

Figure 13. High-temperature thermoluminescence of (a) sapphire substrate, (b) 650_18 sample,
(c) 800_50 sample, and (d) 1000_50 sample.
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Figure 14. High-temperature thermoluminescence spectra of the 800_50 sample with different
irradiation times.

4. Discussion

As mentioned earlier, all investigated samples were produced with a sol–gel method
and annealed in an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Besides the temperature of annealing, samples
vary in their thickness. Nevertheless, due to their high thickness and averaged grain sizes,
the films do not exhibit nanostructure sizes. Therefore, the appearance of the quantum
size effect can be considered improbable. As observed in Figure 2, samples consist of
microcrystals, which vary enormously in shape and size. Thus, the strain and disorder
on the film’s surface caused by production could lead to the formation of defects, such as
dislocations and vacancy-type defects [37]. Samples vary in grain size and reorientation,
indicating a thermally activated solid-phase mobility of the structure.

Diffusion processes of mass transfer between crystals occur during the firing of the
film. This leads to the reorientation of crystals with the formation of the preferred direction
(002) under the influence of the crystal field of the substrate. The formation and interaction
of defects, influenced by impurities and annealing environment, already occur in samples
fired at 650 and 800 ◦C. What is more, a firing temperature of about 1000 ◦C supplies
enough thermal energy for zinc ions to diffuse into the substrate, which results in ZnAl2O4
phase formation [37]. XPS data indicated the presence of carbon contamination and high
oxidation of the 650_18 sample. Therefore, the process of synthesis and deposition and the
annealing lead to the appearance of imperfections in the lattice, which can significantly
affect the sample’s properties. The best feature to estimate the layers’ quality may be the
c/a ratio calculated by XRD measurements (Figure 4c).

Along with the annealing temperature, the parameter value decreases exponentially
for investigated samples. The results suggest that the sintering crystals may be less
compressed in the c-axis direction than in the other ranges (with the ideal c/a ratio = 1.633
for a hexagonal unit cell [2]). Since the c/a ratio also correlates with the difference in the
two constituents’ electronegativities, components with the most significant differences
show the most considerable departure from the ideal c/a ratio [2]. In the case of ZnO,
this equals 1.6021 [38,39]. Higher c/a ratio average values for the obtained compacts
compared with the base-rod material could be explained independently by inserting
interstitial atoms with a smaller atom radius than that of zinc and oxygen [40]. As shown
in the luminescence studies (Figure 10), samples annealed at higher temperatures exhibit
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yellow-green luminescence. The emission could be assigned to the transition between
the conduction band and the energy levels formed with substitution of O at Zn (OZn)
vacancies, which may lower the c/a ratio.

The sample annealed at the highest temperature exhibits diffraction peaks correlated
with a subphase between the substrate and ZnO layer. This feature may implicate the
appearance of additional dislocations associated with the lattice mismatch. The lattice
mismatch, defects, and unintentional doping result in additional, disorder-activated Raman
scattering bands. The peak localized at 662 cm−1 exhibits the most significant relative
intensity in sample 1000_50 and is directly assigned to the spinel phase. Thus, the influence
of the substrate-layer reaction is visible here.

Exposure of thermally stimulated phosphor materials to radiation creates electron-hole
pairs that eventually become trapped in localized trap-states existing inside the material’s
bandgap. Most of the charge carriers remain trapped afterward. The localized trap states
in a material are generated due to the existing intrinsic defects or the defects generated
by radiation exposure. The charge trapping and thermally stimulated recombination
mechanisms are essential for radiation dose assessment. In a decent dosimetric material, the
number of trapped charge carriers and the integrated intensity of the thermally stimulated
light emission recombination are proportional to the exposure dose [41]. In the case
of the analyzed samples, low- and high-temperature thermoluminescence studies were
conducted. In ltTL, the samples varied with the characteristic of glow curves. Sample
650_18 exhibits a prominent curve at 300 K, and the same peak appears for sample 800_50.
This feature may be correlated with the activation of the Zn2+i defect [42]; the interstitial
atom may explain the higher c/a ratio calculated for sample 650_18.

Sample 800_50’s prominent peak at 150 K has been previously observed in various
research studies. Ji [43] assigned a peak to hydrogen at a bound-centered lattice site donor
type. The peak appeared for a crystal sample, which was annealed in a hydrogen and
oxygen atmosphere. Isik et al. [44] observed similar characteristics for AZO nanoparticles,
which may lead to inclination. The Al doping may be observed on the sample. The
1000_50 film exhibited a glow curve with a maximum at 80 K. A similar curve was also
observed in [45] in a study on nanostructures; the work hypothesizes that for this peak
(with activation energy calculated for 30 meV), the donor level may be identified as a Zn
sublattice defect.

In the case of htTL, all samples exhibit a prominent peak at 525 K. The peak was
observed in the case of ZnO sintered at 950 ◦C and shifted with the lowering of annealing
temperature [46]. A similar characteristic was observed for ZnO pellets by Cruz-Vázquez
et al. [47]. The peak may likely originate from zinc and oxygen vacancies [43], likely due to
photoluminescence studies.

It is worth noting that RL, TL, and PL studies, and XRD and Raman spectroscopy
indicate a substantial defect of the samples. Thus, it is possible to indicate a general
conclusion that the sintering may fine-tune the dosimetric properties of ZnO microfilms.
However, due to a limited amount of studied material, it is difficult to draw statistically
unambiguous conclusions without comparing with other obtained results in the literature.

5. Conclusions

This work presents a detailed analysis of thick ZnO film structures, which may find
application in dosimetry. The main aim of this research was to compare the structural and
optical properties of ZnO samples prepared with the sol–gel method, which were annealed
in different conditions.

Investigated samples were produced from an organic-based solution. The XPS mea-
surements revealed that the investigated films contain a low concentration of carbon, which
may act as an unintentional dopant—the appearance of carbon may be one reason for the
formation of peaks induced by an additional strain in the lattice. What is more, carbon
impurity is the reason for the increased formation of defects such as oxygen vacancies and
lattice imperfections, which influence the spectroscopic signal of samples.
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The structure of samples strongly depends on the temperature and time of annealing.
Polycrystalline films exhibited reorientation of grains under changing annealing conditions.
This issue was easily visible in confocal microscopy images. What is more, the reorientation
of crystals was also proved by the Raman scattering. The increase in grain size during
annealing indicates a redistribution of mass between crystals due to the thermal activation
of solid-phase mobility. Thus, mobility leads to the reorientation of crystals to the preferred
direction of (002) under the influence of the crystal field of the substrate.

Due to the thickness of the films, Raman spectroscopy enabled us to investigate the
lattice changes at different distances from substrates. As could be seen on the sample
cross-section spectra, bands from ZnO and the substrate were observed. It is worth noting
that band shifting was not observed, which indicates that it was impossible to achieve even
partial epitaxy. However, the XRD pattern for sample 1000_50 shows intermediate phase
formation between sapphire and ZnO, which indicates thermally induced diffusion of zinc
ions onto the Al2O3 crystal.

Samples exhibited DARS peaks on their surface, which may implicate the appearance
of additional stresses resulting from imperfections in the crystal lattice. Due to the het-
erogeneous structure, the Raman spectra of sample 1000_50 enable detection of substrate
peaks’ intensity changes.

The luminescence studies show that all of the structures exhibit substantial internal
defects, which influence the emission. The photoluminescence was strongly influenced by
the thickness and annealing temperature of each sample. This feature was readily observed
in the prominent peaks, where the intensity of the 650_18 film was low. Moreover, the
sample annealed at 800 ◦C exhibited strong yellow luminescence, which may be linked to
hydrogen or oxygen defects.

The radioluminescence of each sample consists of two components. One is a signal
from the sample substrate, while the other one is a signal originating from the ZnO layers.
As expected, the higher the amount of layers on a substrate, the higher the sample-to-
substrate RL signal ratio. It can also be observed that annealing at 1000 ◦C changes the
sample RL spectrum. Thermoluminescence measurements showed interesting features,
such as quenching of the htTL ZnO trap signal for a sample heated at a high temperature.
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Abbreviations

ZnO zinc oxide
XRD X-ray diffraction
Eg energy gap
MBE molecular beam epitaxy
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
AES Auger electron spectroscopy
PL photoluminescence
RL radioluminescence
ltTL low-temperature thermoluminescence
htTL high-temperature thermoluminescence
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